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ALMOST SPLIT SEQUENCES
AND ZARISKI DIFFERENTIALS
ALEX MARTSINKOVSKY
ABSTRACT. Let R be a complete two-dimensional integrally closed analytic kalgebra. Associated with R is the Auslander module A from the fundamental
sequence 0 -+ W R -+ A -+ R -+ k -+ 0 and the module of Zariski differentials
Dk(R)** . We conjecture that these modules are isomorphic if and only if R is
graded. We prove this conjecture for (a) hypersurfaces f = X; + g(X1 ' X 2 ) ,
(b) quotient singularities, and (c) R graded Gorenstein.

O.

INTRODUCTION

Let (R, m) be a complete two-dimensional integrally closed nonregular local domain with dualizing module It)R and let ~ef(R) denote the category of
reflexive R-modules. In [Aus1] Auslander proves that ~ef(R) has almost split
sequences and that they can be constructed by means of a simple procedure.
More precisely, since Ext~(Rlm, It)R) S:: Rim, all exact sequences
(0.1 )

o --+ It), -.!!..... A L

R

--+

Rim --+ 0

representing nonzero elements are isomorphic. It is not difficult to show that
the module A is reflexive [Aus2, Theorem 3.6, p. 227] and that (0.1) has properties analogous to those of an almost split sequence. Namely, for any reflexive
module X any map g: X --+ R which is not a splittable epimorphism can be
lifted to A via p [Aus1, p. 527]. Dually, for any reflexive module Y any
map g: It)R --+ Y which is not a splittable monomorphism can be extended to
A via q. If C and B are reflexive R-modules let C· B denote the tensor
product of C and B in ~ef(R), i.e., C· B := (C ®R B)** , where" *" stands
for Hom R ( - , R). The aforementioned result of Auslander can now be stated
as follows (see [Aus1, Theorem 6.6; Aus3, Proposition 1.1; AR, Theorem 3.6 of
Part 1]):
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Theorem. Let D be an indecomposable reflexive R-module which is not projective. Then
id'p
id·p
(a) 0 -+ D· OJ R -----+ D· A -----+ D· R = D -+ 0 is exact.
(b) The exact sequence 0 -+ D· OJR -+ D . A -+ D -+ 0 is either split or
almost split.
(c) 0 -+ D· OJ R -+ D· A -+ D -+ 0 is almost split if rankD is not divisible
by the characteristic of Rim.
(d) If Rim is algebraically closed then 0 -+ D . OJ R -+ D . A -+ D -+ 0 is
almost split if and only if rankD is not divisible by the characteristic of
Rim.
Thus if Rim is of characteristic 0 all almost split sequences in 9tef(R) can
be obtained from (0.1) by taking the reflexive tensor product. It is for this
reason that (0.1) is called the fundamental exact sequence and the study of this
sequence becomes critically important for a better understanding of the category
9tef(R). Thus we are led to the study of the module A which, following a
suggestion of K. Behnke, we call the Auslander module of R. In particular
it becomes desirable to identify this module in some sense and to be able to
determine whether this module is a new entity or something already known but
camouflaged by abstract module-theoretic properties. And these properties are
truly amazing. We mention one of them, present when R is Gorenstein, i.e.,
OJ R is isomorphic to R. It is then an easy consequence of the map-extending
property of the fundamental sequence that A covers any reflexive module X
which has no free summands, i.e., a direct sum of copies of A can be mapped
onto X. Notice that A itself has no free summands. Indeed if A M II R
then (0.1) shows that rank M = 1 and the divisor of M (i.e., the corresponding
element in the divisor class group of R) is trivial. Since A is reflexive we would
have M Rand (0.1) would give us a finite projective resolution of the residue
field, contrary to the nonregularity of R. Let us now decompose A into a direct
sum of indecomposables A
lliEI Ai (since rankA = 2, card(l) ::; 2). Let
{A j Ij E J} be the complete set of nonisomorphic direct summands of A. Then
the modules A j' j E J , cover any reflexive module without free summands
and this property characterizes the module A. We should remark that if R
is Gorenstein and not isomorphic to the singularity of type An then A is
indecomposable.
We restrict our attention to those R which are analytic k-algebras, i.e., quotients of formal power series rings over a field k.
In §1 we begin the study of the Auslander module when R is a (complete)
two-dimensional quotient singularity, i.e., R is the invariant subring SG of the
formal power series ring S := k[IXI ' X211 over a field k and G a finite group of
k-algebra automorphisms of S. We assume, in addition, that the order of G is
invertible in k and that R is unramified in S at the height 1 primes (this means
that for any height 1 prime p of R the extension Rp -+ Sp is unramified). We
then show that in this case the Auslander module is isomorphic to the bidual
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=

=
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Dk(R)** of the (finitely generated) module of Kahler differentials of Rover

k. Although this result has been known to specialists for some time it is not
easy to find it in the literature and for the convenience of the reader we provide
a proof (of a slightly more general result).
The above observation leads to the following questions. Suppose R is a
complete two-dimensional integrally closed analytic k-algebra over a field k.
Question 1. Is it always true that the Auslander module is isomorphic to the
module Dk(R)** of Zariski differentials?

Question 2. If the answer to Question 1 is "no" when are these modules isomorphic?
The presence of an isomorphism between A and Dk(R)** is important for
two reasons.
First is that A acquires properties of Dk(R)** , which leads to the following "differential" description of the middle term of the almost split sequence
ending with an indecomposable reflexive F. Let D( -) denote the duality
Hom R( -, (.OR):~ef(R) -> ~ef(R). From (0.1) we have A ~ D(A). Computing
now the middle term of the almost split sequence we have
F· A = (F I8l A)** ~ HomR(F* , A) ~ HomR(F* , HomR(A, (.OR))

~ HomR(F* I8l A, (.OR) ~ HomR(A, HomR(F* , (.OR))
~ HomR(Dk(R)** , D(F*)) ~ HomR(Dk(R) , D(F*)) ~ Derk(R, D(F*))
= the R-module of k-derivations of R into D(F*).

The other reason is that Dk(R)** acquires module-theoretic properties of
A and can be characterized by these properties. In particular, if, in addition,
R is Gorenstein then Dk(R)** is characterized by the property that it covers
reflexive modules without free summands.
In §2 we give a general criterion: A is isomorphic to Dk(R)** if and only
if Dk(R)** can be mapped onto the maximal ideal m of R. This implies that
if R is graded Gorenstein then A ~ Dk(R)**. Notice however that it is not
necessary for R to be Gorenstein in order for A and Dk(R)** be isomorphic.
Indeed if R is a quotient singularity then A ~ Dk(R)**. But if G is not a
subgroup of SL(2, k) then R is not Gorenstein. This leads us to the following
conjecture:

Conjecture. Suppose R is a two-dimensional integrally closed anaiytic k-algebra
over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic O. Then A ~ Dk(R)** if
and only if R is graded.
The main result of this paper is a proof of this conjecture for the isolated
hypersurface singularities k[IX 1 , X 2 ' X31l/(f) , where f is of the form X; +
g(XI' X 2) and g E k[IX 1 ' X21]. In particular we obtain a negative answer to
Question 1. The statement of the main theorem can be found in §3, where we
also mention further evidence in support of the conjecture.
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The proof of the main theorem is postponed until §8. In the preceding sections we prove auxiliary results enabling us to produce presentation matrices of
the modules A and Dk(R)** .
In §4 we prove an "acyclicity lemma" which helps to construct projective
resolutions over integrally closed two-dimensional hypersurface rings. With its
aid we obtain a presentation matrix for the module A.
In §5 we show that the module Dk(R)** of Zariski differentials of a twodimensional isolated hypersurface singularity R := S/(f) is isomorphic to the
module of k-derivations Dk(R)* of R into itself. Therefore, Dk(R)** is isomorphic to the second syzygy module of the moduli algebra R/ j(f) of f,
where j(f) is the image of the jacobian ideal j(f) of f in R. Thus to obtain
a presentation matrix of the module Dk(R)** we need to construct a projective
resolution of the moduli algebra R/ j(f). This remains an unsolved problem
for a general f. We take on the case f:= X; + g(XI ' X 2 ) •
In §6 we solve this problem in dimension 1, i.e., for an isolated singularity of a
formal plane curve. Information which we obtain enables us, in §7, to produce
a minimal projective resolution of R/ j(f), where f is of the form X; +
g(Xl' X 2 ). An important part of our approach is a construction of Eisenbud,
called matrix factorization of f, which describes the periodic parts of projective
resolutions over hypersurface rings.
Finally in §8 we give a proof of the main theorem by comparing the presentation matrices of E and Dk(R)** . Here we use a crucial result of Scheja and
Wiebe which asserts that the existence of a nonnilpotent derivation of R into
itself implies that R is graded.
The author expresses his deep gratitude to M. Auslander for posing the original problem and stimulating encouragement during the work on this paper. The
author also thanks R.-O. Buchweitz and J. Wahl for valuable comments.
1.

QUOTIENT SINGULARITIES

For the rest of this paper, by an analytic k-algebra we will understand a quotient of a formal power series ring over field k. For an analytic k-algebra R,
the module of Kahler differentials of Rover k will be denoted by Dk (R) . This
is a finitely generated R-module together with a k-derivation d R / k : R --t Dk(R)
(whose image generates Dk (R)) having the universal factorization property with
respect to the k-derivation of R into finitely generated R-modules. Such a
module exists for any analytic k-algebra [Sch]. Our goal in this section is to
show that the Auslander module A from the fundamental exact sequence (0.1)
of a complete 2-dimensional quotient singularity R is isomorphic to the module of Zariski differentials of R (i.e., the bidual Dk(R)** of the module of
Kahler differentials of R).
First we need a few general facts about finite extensions of analytic kalgebras.
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Lemma 1.1. Let R

-+ S be a module-finite extension of integrally closed analytic
k-algebras unramified at the height 1 primes of R. Consider the homomorphism
of S-modules

(1.1 )

given by v(dR/k(r) ~ s) := sds/k(r) , where r E Rand s E S with d R/ k and
d S / k being the universally finite derivations. Then the homomorphism
v*: Homs(Dk(S), S)

-+

Homs(Dk(R) ~R S, S)

is an isomorphism.
Proof. The homomorphism v* is a map between reflexive S-modules. A module M over an integrally closed domain of dimension 2: 2 is reflexive if and
only if M is torsion-free and depthM 2: 2. Therefore, v* is a map between
reflexive R-modules. Thus it suffices to show that the localization v; of v* at
any height I prime p of R is an isomorphism. To this end consider the exact
sequence

(1.2)

0 -+ kerv

-+

Dk(R) ~R S ~ Dk(S)

-+

DR(S)

-+

0

(the term DR(S) makes sense because S is finite over R). Since DR(S) is generated by the image of the universal derivation d s /R ' the localization DR(S)p
is generated by the image of (ds/R)p' Since (ds/R)p is an Rp-derivation into
a finitely generated Sp-module and since Rp is unramified in Sp we have
(ds/R)p = 0 [AB, Theorem 2.5] and, therefore, DR(S)p = O. On the other
hand, rankRDk(R) = rankS Dk(S) [PI, 1.2], therefore, kerv is a torsion Smodule and (v*)p is an isomorphism. The lemma is proved.
Lemma 1.2. Let S be an integrally closed analytic k-algebra, G a finite group
of k-algebra automorphisms of Sand R := SG the ring of invariants. Then

(a) S is a finite R -module;

(b) R is an integrally closed analytic k-algebra;
(c) Dk(S) is a module over the twisted group ring S[G].

Proof. It is well known [B-AC, Chapter V, §l, No.9, Proposition 22] that S
is integral over R and that R is integrally closed. Let L (resp., K) be the
field of quotients of S (resp., R). Then by [ibid, Proposition 23, Corollary]
K = L G. Hence L is a finite-dimensional separable field extension of K. In
Nagata's terminology [Nag, Chapter 1, No. 10], S is an almost finite separable
integral extension of the noetherian normal ring R. By [ibid, Corollary 10.16]
S is a finite R-module. This proves (a). Since S is a finite R-module, R is
a complete local ring [B-AC, Chapter III, §3, Example l8b]. From the theory
of complete local rings we know that R is a quotient of a formal power series
ring over k [B-AC', Chapter IX, §3, No.3, Theorem 2]. This proves (b).
Finally, the universal property of Dk (S) implies that each g E G induces a
map g:Dk(S) -+ Dk(S) such that g(sm) = g(s)g(m) for each s E Sand
mE Dk(S) . This means that Dk(S) is an S[G]-module. The lemma is proved.
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Proposition 1.3. Let S be an integrally closed analytic k-algebra, G a finite
group of k-algebra automorphisms and R := SG the ring of invariants. Assume
furthermore that the order of G is invertible in k, R is unramified in S at
the height 1 primes and the S-module Dk(S) is rej/exive. Then the R-modules
Dk(S)G and Dk(R)** are isomorphic (here" * " means Hom R( -, R».
Proof. Applying Lemma 1.1 we obtain an isomorphism of S-modules
(1.3)

v*: Homs(Dk(S) , S) ~ Homs(Dk(R) ®R S, S).

If we define an action of G on Dk(R) ®R S by letting G act on S only
and consider the usual action of G on the Hom-sets given by f --+ g 0 f 0
g -I , where f E Homs (-, -) and g E G, then v* becomes an isomorphism
of S[ G]-modules. Since the order of G is invertible in k the fixed point
functor is exact. Therefore, (v*)G is an isomorphism between the R-modules
Homs(Dk(S), S)G and Homs(Dk(R) ®R S, S)G. We now claim that the fixed
point functor commutes with the above Hom's. Indeed if M and N are finitely
generated S[G]-modules and N is reflexive as an S-module then the restriction
map
HomS[G)(M, N) = Homs(M, N)

G

--+

G

G

HomR(M ,N ): f

1--+

G

flM ,

fEHoms[G)(M, N),

is a functorial isomorphism of R-modules. The proof of this fact when the
S-module M is reflexive can be found in [Ausl, Proposition 2.2]. The general
case reduces easily to this if one passes to a finite S[G]-free presentation of M.
Thus (v*)G is an isomorphism between the R-modules HomR(Dk(S)G, R) and
HomR«Dk(R)®R S)G, R). We now claim that (Dk(R)®R S)G is isomorphic to
Dk(R). This follows from a general fact: if L is a finitely-generated R-module
and G acts on the S-module L ®R S via the second factor then the inclusion
iL : L

--+

(L ® R S) G: I

1--+

I ® 1,

IEL,

is a functorial isomorphism of R-modules. Indeed the functoriality of iL is
obvious. Therefore, using a finite presentation of L we can assume that L
is isomorphic to R. But iRis the fixed part of the S[ G]-isomorphism S --+
R ®R S:s --+ 1 ® s, s E S. Thus (v*)G is an isomorphism of the R-modules
(Dk(S)G)* and Dk(R)* . Since Dk(S) is a reflexive S-module and the order of
G is invertible in k, Dk(S)G is a reflexive R-module. Therefore, Dk(S)G ~
(Dk(S)G)** ~ Dk(R)** and the proposition is proved.
Corollary. Let S = k[IX I ' X21] be the formal power series ring in two variables
over a field k and G a finite group of k~algebra automorphisms of S. Suppose
that the order of G is not divisible by the characteristic of k and that R := SG
is unramified in S at the height 1 primes (if k is algebraically closed the last
condition simply means that G acts on the k-vector space kX1 II kX2 without
pseudorej/ections). Let 0 --+ w R --+ A --+ R --+ k --+ 0 be the fundamental
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sequence (0.1) of R. Then the Auslander module A is isomorphic to the module
ofZariski differentials Dk(R)** of Rover k.
Proof. Let V be the k-vectorspace kX1 IIkX2 . Aswasshownin[Ausl,p.516]
the fundamental sequence is the fixed part of the S[G]-projective resolution of
k:
0-+S®k A2V

(~2)'S®kV

(X 1X 2l

,S-+k-+0.

In particular A 2:: (S ®k V)G. But S ®k V is S[G]-isomorphic to Dk(S) under the map 1 ® Xi -+ dXi , i = 1, 2. Hence A 2:: Dk(S)G 2:: Dk(R)** by
Proposition 1.3.
2. A

GENERAL CRITERION AND A CONJECTURE

Having established an isomorphism A 2:: Dk(R)** for quotient singularities
we will now give a general criterion for the existence of such an isomorphism.
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a complete two-dimensional integrally closed local domain.

An R-module M is isomorphic to the Auslander module A of R
the following conditions are satisfied:

if and only if

(a) M is reflexive.
(b) rankM = 2,
(c) the divisor c(M) of M is the class [w R ] of the dualizing module
of R,
(d) M can be mapped onto the maximal ideal m of R.

WR

Proof. "Only if'. We already mentioned in the introduction that A is reflexive,
whence (a). The rest follows from (0.1).
"If'. Suppose p: M -+ m is a surjection with kernel K. Composing p with
the inclusion m ----> R we can view K as the kernel of a map between reflexive
R-modules. Hence K is reflexive. Obviously rankK = 1 and c(K) = c(M) =
[w R ]. Therefore K is isomorphic to w R • Since m is not reflexive the sequence
0----> w R -+ M ----> m ----> 0 does not split and we obtain a nonsplit exact sequence
0----> w R ----> M -+ R ----> Rim ----> O. Since Ext~(Rlm, R) 2:: Rim this sequence is
isomorphic to the fundamental sequence (0.1) and, therefore, M is isomorphic
to A.

We can now formulate our criterion.
Proposition 2.2. Let R be a two-dimensional integrally closed analytic k-algebra
over a perfect field k. Then the Auslander module A of R is isomorphic to the
module Dk(R)** of Zariski differentials if and only if there exists a surjection
Dk(R)** ----> m, where m is the maximal ideal of R.

Proof. The "only if' part is obvious. For the converse we will show that
Dk(R)** satisfies conditions (a)-(d) of the previous lemma. The first condition is trivially satisfied. Since R is a domain and k is perfect, rankDk(R) =
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dimR = 2 (see [SchSt, 4.2]), whence (b). Condition (a) is part of the hypothesis. Thus we only have to show that c(Dk(R)**) = [w R ]. This follows from a
result ofE. Platte [PI, (6.4)], which says that w R is isomorphic to (/\ 2 Dk(R))**
if R is integrally closed and Dk(R) is free at the height 1 primes. The last con-

dition is satisfied by virtue of the jacobian criterion (see [Sch, Theorem 25])
which says that if k is perfect and R is reduced then for any prime ideal
q of R the module Dk(R)q is free if and only if Rq is regular. Therefore

c(Dk(R)**) = C((/\2 Dk(R)**) = c(w R) = [w R]. The proposition is proved.

This result has an immediate application. Recall [SchWl, p. 10] that an
analytic k-algebra over a field k of characteristic 0 is called (positively) graded
if there exists a k-derivation £5: R -+ R and a system of generators Xl' ••• , Xd
of the maximal ideal m of R such that £5xj = mjxj' where the mj 's are positive
integers, i = 1, ... , d.
Remark. This definition of a grading extends the usual definition to the class of

complete (or convergent) power series rings and their quotients (see [SchW2, p.
166]). Using [ibid, 2.1, p. 167] and the proof of [ibid, Satz 2.2, p. 168] one can
easily show that a graded (complete) analytic k-algebra is just the completion
of a graded (in the usual sense) quotient of a polynomial algebra.

Corollary 2.3. Suppose R is a nonregular integrally closed graded Gorenstein
analytic k-algebra of Krull dimension 2. Then the Auslander module A of R is
isomorphic to the module of Zariski differentials Dk(R)** .
Proof. The grading derivation £5: R -+ R gives rise to a homomorphism h:
Dk(R) -+ R whose image is the maximal ideal m of R. We claim that the
homomorphism h**: Dk(R)** -+ R also has m as its image. If it were not
the case, h** would be a split epimorphism and we would have a direct sum
decomposition Dk(R)** ~ K II R. Since K is a rank 1 reflexive and c(K) =
[W R ] , K is isomorphic to w R . Since R is Gorenstein, w R is isomorphic
to R, which makes Dk(R)** a free module. The Zariski-Lipman conjecture,
established in the graded case [Ho, P2], implies then that R is regular, contrary
to the hypothesis. Thus we have a surjection h**: Dk(R)** -+ m. Since R is
graded, k is, by definition, of characteristic O. The desired result follows from

Proposition 2.2.

We now have two classes of analytic k-algebras for which there exists an
isomorphism A ~ Dk(R)** , namely, quotient singularities and graded Gorenstein analytic k-algebras. If G is a finite subgroup of GL(2, C) which is not a
subgroup of SL(2, C) then the corresponding quotient singularity is not Gorenstein. Thus R need not be Gorenstein in order for the modules A and Dk(R)**
to be isomorphic. On the other hand, quotient singularities are graded. These
simple observations point in the direction of
Conjecture 2.4. Let R be a two-dimensional integrally closed analytic k-algebra
over a field k of characteristic O. Let 0 -+ w R -+ A -+ R -+ Rim -+ 0 be
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the fundamental exact sequence (i.e., a representative of a nonzero element of
Ext~(R/m, R)). Then the Auslander module A is isomorphic to the module
Dk(R)** of Zariski differentials if and only if R is graded.
The main result of this paper is a proof of this conjecture for hypersurface
singularities f = X; + g(XI ' X 2 ) (see Theorem 3.2 below). Additional evidence
supporting this conjecture is gathered in the following remarks:

Remarks. 1. J. Wahl pointed out that the "if" part of Conjecture 2.4 holds in
the complex-analytic category. This follows from a result of Naruki [Nar, 2.1]
(see [Wahl, (1.2)]) and Proposition 2.2.
2. K. Behnke kindly informed us that Conjecture 2.4 holds for (a) minimally
elliptic singularities, and (b) rational singularities with reduced fundamental
cycle.
3. THE

MAIN THEOREM

We begin by recalling the following result (first proved by K. Saito [Sail for
k = C) which characterizes graded isolated hypersurface singularities in terms
of the jacobian ideal of the defining power series.
Proposition 3.1 (see [SchW2, Satz, 5.7, p. 183]). Let T be the formal power
series ring in variables Xl ' ... , X n ' n ~ 2, over an algebraically closed field k
of characteristic o. Let f be a formal power series whose jacobian ideal j (f)
is mT-primary. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) fEj(f).
(2) T /(f) is positively graded.
(3) There is a positive grading of T in which f is a homogeneous polynomial.

Remark. This result is proved in [SchW2] in greater generality and contains
several more equivalent conditions. We only quoted what is needed for our
purposes.
We can now state our main result.
Theorem 3.2. Let S = k[IX I ' X 2 ' X31] be the formal power series ring over an

algebraically closed field k ofcharacteristic o. Let f:= X; + g(XI ' X 2 ) Ems be
a formal power series whosejacobian ideal j(f) = (af/ax l , af/ax2 , af/aX3)
is ms-primary (this is equivalent to the jacobian ideal of g being (Xl' X 2 )primary). Let R := S/(f) and 0 --+ w R --+ A --+ R --+ k --+ 0 be the fundamental
sequence. Then the Auslander module A is isomorphic to the module Dk(R)**
of Zariski differentials of Rover k if and only if f E j (f) .
To prove this theorem we will compare presentation matrices of A and
Dk(R)**. Since R is an integrally closed domain (Serre's criterion) of dimension 2 both modules are Cohen-Macaulay (C-M for short). By a result of
Eisenbud [Eis, Corollary 6.3], C-M modules without free summands over the
hypersurface ring R are reductions modulo (f) of reduced matrix factorizations of f. Recall [ibid] that a matrix factorization of f is an ordered pair of
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homomorphisms (rp:Sk -+ Sk, 'I':Sk -+ Sk) such that rp'l' = 'l'rp = f· Idsk.
A matrix factorization (rp, '1') is called reduced if the matrix elements of rp
and 'I' belong to the maximal ideal ms of the local ring s. It is easy to see
that Coker rp is an R-module. Moreover, reducing rp and 'I' modulo (f),
we obtain a minimal 2-periodic resolution of the R-module Coker rp (and, interchanging rp and '1', of Coker '1'). If f is a prime and det rp = !' then
r = rankR Coker rp [ibid, Corollary 6.4]. Thus we can use matrix factorizations
to describe the periodic parts of projective resolutions over R. Later we will
see that both A and Dk(R)** come as higher syzygy modules of certain modules of finite length. To show this we will have to describe the beginning of a
projective resolution. As it often happens the problem is not to find relations
but to prove that we found all of them. An acyclicity lemma proved in the next
section will enable us to do this.
4.

AN ACYCLICITY LEMMA AND APPLICATIONS

Lemma 4.1. Let R be a commutative noetherian integrally closed local domain

and

M:O-+M2 ~MI ~Mo-+O
a complex offinitely generated torsion-free modules. Suppose that
(a) M is exact except, possibly, at M 1 ,
(b) rank MI = rank M2 + rank Mo '
(c ) 1m rp 2 and Ker rp 1 are reflexive,
(d) the localization of rp2 at every height 1 prime of R is split.
Then M is exact.
Proof. We want to show that the natural inclusion i: 1m rp 2 -+ Ker rp 1 is an
isomorphism. Since both modules are reflexive it suffices to show that the localization of i at every height 1 prime of R is an isomorphism. Thus we
can assume that M is a complex of free modules. But then the natural map
Coker rp2 -+ Mo can be viewed as a surjective endomorphism of a noetherian
module. Therefore it is an isomorphism and the result follows.
Remark. The proof shows that the assertion of Lemma 4.1 remains true if we
assume that the modules Mi have torsion submodules pseudoisomorphic to O.

Proposition 4.2. Let S be a regular local ring of dimension 3, ms the maximal
ideal of Sand f E m~. Let f = gl tl + g2 t2 + g3t3' where t l , t 2 , t3 is a system
of parameters of Sand (gl' g2' g3) C ms' Suppose that R := S/(f) is an
integrally closed domain (in particular f is a prime). Then the complex
where
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g~) '

-g2
t3

t~!~),

-t2

g3

T := (tl t 2t 3) and the overbars denote reduction modulo (f), is a minimal
projective resolution of R/(7 1 ' 72 , ( 3 ).
Proof. First we notice that '1'<1> = <1>'1' = f· Ids 4. Thus (<I>, '1') is a matrix
factorization of f and, therefore, (*) is exact in degrees > 2. It remains to
prove the exactness in degrees land 2. To show that ~ gives a basis of relations
between 71, 72 and 73 we consider an arbitrary relation r 171 + r 272 + r 373 = 0 ,
where r; E R, i = l, 2, 3. Lifting each r; in an arbitrary way to an element
r; E S we have r l tl + r2t 2 + r3t3 = af for some a E S. Subtracting from this
relation the relation aglt l + ag2t 2 + ag3t3 = af we obtain a relation between
t l , t2 and t3 in S. Since the t; 's form a system of parameters, all such relations
are generated by the Koszul relations. Therefore, the module of relations over
R between 71, 72 and 73 is generated by the images of the Koszul relations and
the image of gl tl + g2t2 + g3t3 = f. This shows that (*) is exact in degree 1.
To show that (*) is exact in degree 2 is equivalent to showing that the complex

is exact, where 'P2 is the natural inclusion and 'PI is the natural surjection. We
invoke the acyclicity lemma. It is clear that all the modules in (**) are torsionfree. By construction this complex is exact except, possibly, in the middle.
Next we check that rank 1m 'I' + rank 1m ~ = 4. Since (*) is exact in degree 1
we have rank 1m ~ = 2. On the other hand, 1m 'I' is isomorphic to Coker <I>
because (<I>, '1') is a matrix factorization. Since det'¥ = land f is a prime
rankCoker<l> = 2. Thus (**) has correct ranks. Now we want to check that
Im'P2 and Ker'Pl are reflexivie. But Im'P2 2:: Im'¥ 2:: Coker<l> is C-M and,
therefore, reflexive, and Ker 'P I 2:: Ker ~ is reflexive as the kernel of a map
between free modules. Finally we check that 1m 'P2 = 1m 'I' is a direct summand
of R4 at the height 1 primes of R. The matrix factorization (<I>, '1') gives rise
4if

4<ii

to the exact sequence R ---- R ---- R

4

and, therefore, to the exact sequence

o ---- 1m 'I' ~ R4 ---- 1m <I> 2:: Coker 'I' ---- 0 .
Since ('I', <1» is also a matrix factorization Coker 'I' is reflexive and, therefore,
'P2 splits at each height 1 prime of R. The desired result now follows from the
acyclicity lemma.
Corollary 4.3. The cokernel of <I> can be mapped onto the ideal
R.

(71'

72 ,

( 3)

of
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Proof. Let B denote the matrix

G

o1

0 0)
1 0

001

.

Then (*) gives rise to the commutative diagram

Ci I ,t2 , (3 )

+I
I
I

Coker <I>
which proves our assertion.
If we replace t I ' t 2 , t3 with a system of generators XI ' X 2 ' X3 of the maximal ideal ms of S and write f = 1; XI + 1;X2 + f3X3 we will see that Coker<l>
is a rank 2 reflexive module with trivial divisor and that it can be mapped onto
the maximal ideal (X I ' X 2 ' X 3) of R. By Lemma 2.1 these are the characteristic properties of the Auslander module A of R. Thus cI> is a presentation
matrix for A and '¥ is a presentation matrix for the first syzygy module of A.
We write down these matrices again for further references

Remark. The resolution of the residue field of an arbitrary hypersurface ring was
first obtained by J. Tate [Tate]. Our approach, although restricted to integrally
closed hypersurface rings of dimension 2, is more elementary.

5.

ZARISKI DIFFERENTIALS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL ISOLATED
HYPERSURFACE SINGULARITIES

Lemma 5.1. Let (S, ms) be a regular local ring of dimension 3, f Ems and
R := S/(f). Let 1;,1;, f3 be a system of parameters of S generating an ideal
II C S. Let M be the R-module defined by the exact sequence

o

~ (R) ~ ~
R

R'

M

0
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Then

(a) there exists an exact sequence

o ---- M

---- M* ---- (a : (f)) / a ---- 0 .

(b) the module M* is self-dual, i.e., M**

s:: M* .

Proof. The second assertion follows obviously from the first. To prove (a) we

calculate Torf(S/(f), S/a). On one hand, tensoring 0 ---- s:L S ---- S/(f) ---- 0
with S/a we see that Torf (S/(f) , S/a) s:: (a: (f))/a and Torf (S/(f), S/a) = 0
for i > 1 . On the other hand we have the Koszul resolution (over S) of S/ a:
o ---- S ---- S3 ____ S3 ____ S ____ S / a ---- o. Tensoring it with S / (f) we obtain an
augmented complex whose only nonzero homology is in degree 1 and is equal
to Torf (S/(f), S/a) :

K(f,): 0

~ (~) ~
R

R'

"3

"2

R'

(],?j,) R
"1

~ ~ o.
Ria

We now see that M is isomorphic to Coker0: 3 and M* is isomorphic to
Kero: l • Since K(fj) is exact in degree 2, Coker0: 3 s:: 1m 0: 2 • Therefore
(a: (f))/a s:: Torf(S/(f), S/a) s:: Kero: l /Im0: 2 , which proves (a).

Corollary 5.2. Suppose R = S/(f) , where S = k[iX" X 2 ' X311 is a formal
power series ring over a field k and f E ms. Suppose that the jacobian ideal j (f)
is ms-primary. Then the module of Zariski differentials Dk (R)** is isomorphic
to the module of derivations Dk(R)* .
Proof· In the previous lemma take M := Dk(R) and J; := af/axj , i =
1,2,3:
0---- R

( :~::~~ )
8f !!X

3

R3 ---- Dk(R) ____ O.

Dualizing this projective resolution of Dk(R) we obtain

Corollary 5.3. The module of Zariski differentials of a two-dimensinal isolated
hypersurface singularity R := S / (f) is the second syzygy module of the finitedimensional algebra R/ j(f).
This finite-dimensional algebra is sometimes called the moduli algebra of f.
Thus to obtain a presentation of the module of Zariski differentials Dk(R)**
of the isolated hypersurface singularity R we have to find a projective resolution
of the moduli algebra R/ j(f) . This problem remains unsolved in general (and
even in our case of three variables). However in the case of two variables we
were able to obtain a satisfactory solution which will later enable us to solve the
same problem for two-dimensional hypersurfaces f:= X; + g(X, ' X 2 ).
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6. A

MINIMAL RESOLUTION OF THE MODULI ALGEBRA OF A FORMAL PLANE
CURVE WITH AN ISOLATED SINGULARITY

Lemma 6.1. Let (S, ms) be a formal power series ring in X j , ... ,Xn over a
field k of characteristic O. Let g E S be a formal power series with ms-primary
jacobian ideal j(g). Then the partial derivatives of g are part of a minimal
system of generators of the ideal (g, j (g)) c S.
Proof. This is any easy consequence of a result of Zariski (see [Te, p. 586]).
Suppose the assertion is false and we have a relation, say 8 g /8 Xn = ag +
j
b i (8g/8X) , where a, b i E S, i = 1, ... , n - 1. Consider the kj
derivation rJ := 8/8Xn b/8/8Xi ) of S into itself. Then rJg = ag
and rJ gives rise to a k-derivation "J of R := S/(g) into itself. Notice that
"J(X n) = 1 , i.e., the image of "J contains a unit. By the aforementioned result
of Zariski there exist Z E R and a subring R j of R containing k such that
R = R j [Izl]. If R j were regular then R would be regular and by the jacobian
criterion the module Dk(R) of Kahler differentials would be free contrary to
the assumption that j(g) is ms-primary. Thus R j is not regular. But then
R = Rj[lzl] is not an isolated singularity contrary to the assumption that j(g)
is ms-primary. The lemma is proved.

Er

E7-

Remark. The proof shows that no partial derivative of g is an S-linear combination of g and other partial derivatives.
We now specialize to the case n = 2. Our goal is to obtain a minimal
resolution over R of R/ j(g). This resolution can be produced in a very general
setting once we postulate the properties of the partials mentioned in the above
remark. To this end we replace k[IX j , X21] with an arbitrary regular local ring
V of Krull dimension 2 with the maximal ideal mu' Suppose we are given a
system of parameters gj' g2 Emu (the "analogues" of the partials) generating
an ideal j c V, and an element g E V. Suppose furthermore that gj (resp.
g2) is not a V-linear combination of g and g2 (resp. gj)' In particular gj
and g2 are part of a minimal generating set of the ideal (g, j) = (g, gj , g2)'
Let V:= V/(g) and gj , g2 and] be the images of gj' g2 and j in V. We
will describe a minimal projective resolution over V of V/(gj' g2) = V/].
First we treat the case g E j. If g = a j gj + a2g 2 , where a j , a 2 E V,
then, because of the above assumption on gj and g2' the elements a j and a 2
belong to mu' The relations between g, gj and g2 (over V) and generated
by g = a j gj + a 2g 2 and the Koszul relations on gj and g2' Using matrix
factorization of g we obtain the following (periodic in degree ~ 1) minimal
resolution over V:

This finishes the case g

E j .
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j. Therefore g, gl and g2 are subject to the

g, gl and g2 form a minimal generating set of the ideal

(M)

(g, gl ' g2) c U.

Hence (g, gl ' g2) is an almost complete intersection.

Lemma 6.2. The ideal j : (g)

C U is minimally generated by two elements.

Proof. Since heightU : (g)) = 2 it suffices to prove that j : (g) is a Gorenstein ideal (i.e., U/U : (g)) is Gorenstein). Indeed, by a result of Serre [Se,
Proposition 3], a Gorenstein ideal of height 2 of a regular local ring can be
generated two elements. To show that j : (g) is a Gorenstein ideal we invoke
the notion of linkage, the definition of which we recall [PS].
Definition. Let I and J be ideals of a Macaulay ring R of pure height (= grade)
h. We say that I is linked to J if there is an R-sequence Xl' ... , Xn E In J
such that J = (Xl' ... ,Xn) : I.
Having defined the linkage we immediately verify that (g, gl ' g2) is linked
to j : (g) by the sequence gl' g2· Notice that both ideals (g, gl' g2) and
j: (g) are perfect of the same grade 2 and, as we already mentioned, (g, gl ' g2)

is an almost complete intersection. The desired result now follows from a theorem of Buchsbaum-Eisenbud:

Proposition [BE, Proposition 5.2]. Let I and J be perfect ideals of the same
grade h in a Gorenstein local ring R, and suppose that I is linked to J by an
R-sequence Xl' ... , x n . Then
( 1) If J is Gorenstein, then I is an almost complete intersection.
(2) If I is an almost complete intersection and Xl ' ... , Xn form part of a
minimal set of generators for I, then J is Gorenstein.

This finishes the proof of Lemma 6.2.
Now let b l and b2 be minimal generators of the ideal j : (g). Then there
exist aij E U, i, j = 1, 2, such that
(6.1 )

{

allgl + a 2l g 2 = big,
a l2 g 1 + a 22 g2 = b2g

or, in the matrix form,
(6.2)
Condition (M) implies that

aij E m u '

i, j

= 1 , 2.
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Now we turn our attention to the ring V = U /(g). Because of condition
(M) we can start a minimal resolution of V / (g I ' g 2) over V as follows:
-------'---,-

V2

Cg lg2 )

\,

(6.3)

/

Kern

)

/

\,

o

V

7C
--+

V/(g l' g 2)

--+

0

0

Since V is a C-M ring of dimension 1 the first syzygy module Ker n is CM. We claim that Ker n has no free summands. Suppose it is not true and
Ker n ~ II II 12 ' where 12 ~ V. Since Ker n is an ideal, II and 12 are ideals
too. And since II . 12 C II n 12 = {O} , the ideal 12 is annihilated by the ideal
II' Hence 12 consists entirely of torsion elements. But this is impossible if

12

~

V.

Thus Ker n is a C-M module without free summands over the hypersurface
ring V = U / (g). Hence its minimal resolution is periodic of period ("t most)
2. Hence (6.3) can be extended to
(6.4)

... ~ V 2 2. V 2 ~ V 2 (gJ!2) V..!:.. V/(gl ' g2)

--+

0,

where (0', r) is a matrix factorization of g corresponding to the V -module
Kern. The columns of (j are reductions modulo (g) of relations (over U)
between g, gl and g2' Since j : (g) = (b l ' b2) and since gl' g2 is a system
of parameters, all such relations are generated by the equations (6.1) and the
Koszul relation on gl and g2 :
allgl + a 21 g 2 = big,
{ a l2 g 1 + a 22 g 2 = b2g,
g2 g 1 + (-gl)g2 = O.

(6.5)

We claim that the Koszul relation is a linear combination of the first two relations. To this end consider a minimal U -projective resolution of the module of finite length N := U/(g, gl ' g2)' Since U is regular local N has
finite projective dimension and by the theorem of Auslander-Buchsbaum-Serre,
p.d. N = dim U - depth N = 2. Hence the resolution looks as follows:
0--+ U n2

--+

Unl

--+

U

--+

U/(g, gl' g2)

--+

O.

Since g, gl and gz are minimal generators (condition (M)!) n l = 3 and,
therefore, nz = 2. Thus one of the relations (6.5) is a linear combination of
the other two. It cannot be the first one, since then we would have b l E (b 2 ) ,
contrary to the fact that j : (g) = (b l , b2 ) is minimally generated by two
elements. The same argument applies to the second relation. Thus the Koszul
relation must be a linear combination of relations (6.1) and we conclude that
a lz ).
a 21 an
The claim just proved gives us even more information about 0'. Suppose that
the third relation in (6.5) is a linear combination of the first two with coefficients
0'= (all
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d l and d 2 . Then d l b l + d2b2 = o. Since b l and b2 are relatively prime
(otherwise they would belong to a principal ideal and could not generate the
mu-primary ideal j : (g)) we have d l = b2X and d 2 = -biX for some X E V.
Since X divides the coefficients g2 and (- gl) in the Koszul relation, X must
be a unit. Replacing the generators b l and b2 of j : (g) with blX and b2X
we may assume that X = 1. From the linear dependence of the relations (6.5)
we obtain

{

(6.6)
or, in the matrix form,
(6.7)

gl = -b l a21 + b l a22 ,
g2 = b2a ll - b l a l2

(;~) = (~~~2 -:~:) (~~) .

Multiplying both sides of (6.7) by the transpose of
view of (6.2):

(J

on the left we have, in

(6.8)

whence det (J = g. It now follows that
(6.9)

and
(6.10)

det r

= det (J = g .

This yields the desired resolution of V / (g 1 ' g 2)
7. A

.

MINIMAL RESOLUTION OF THE MODULI ALGEBRA
OF

f = X;

+ g(XI '

X 2)

Let S be the formal power series ring in variables Xl ' X 2 and X3 over a field
k of characteristic O. Suppose f = X; + g(XI ' X 2) E ms is a formal power
series whose jacobian ideal j(f) is ms-primary (in particular, n ~ 2). Let
R := S/(f). By Serre's criterion, R is an integrally closed domain. We want
to find a minimal projective resolution over R of the moduli algebra R/ j(f) .
Since j(f) is ms-primary the ideal j(g) c k[IX I ,X211 is (Xl' X 2 )-primary.
Thus g defines a formal plane curve with an isolated singularity. The moduli
algebra R/j(f) is just R/(X;-l, 8g/8X l , 8g/8X 2). Similarly to what we
did in the previous section, we will construct the desired resolution in a more
general setting. Namely, let (V, mu) be a regular local ring of Krull dimension
2. Let S := V[lzl1 be the formal power series ring in variable z over V and
let g E mu. Suppose that R := S/(zn + g) is an integrally closed domain.
Finally, let gl' g2 be a system of parameters of V such that gl (resp. g2)
is not a V-linear combination of g and g2 (resp. gl). We want to find a
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minimal projective resolution of R/(zn-I , gl ' g2)' where the overbars denote
reduction modulo (zn + g) .
We again begin with the case g E (gl ' g2). Let g = a l gl + a 2g2 , ai' a 2 E
n
n-I
h
d n-I ,gl'g2'
mu. Thenz +g=z·z
+a l g l +a2g 2 ,w ere z,a l a2 Ems an z
is a system of parameters. We can now apply Proposition 4.2 to obtain the desired resolution:
Cii
... ->

R4 ->
q; R4 ->
Cii R4 ->
l: R3 ->
T R

where

~~(~
al

g2

-z

n-I

-gl

0

n-I
z
a2

0

al

0

~ = (~2 _!~-I

g,)

->

R/(_n-I
-)
Z
,gl'g

W~ ~:-'

o

(

-g2
z

-at

~I)'

n-I

and

0

al

0

-gl

g2

-z

->

0.

gl

0
z

-a 2

ogl
)
g

,

ZLI

T = (zn-I glg2).

al
0
z
-g2
Now we assume that g ¢. (gl' g2). This implies that g, gl and g2 are
minimal generators of the ideal (g, gl' g2) cU. Then, as in the previous
section, (gl' g2) : (g) = (b l , b2) and, if (J := (a i ) , i, j = 1,2, is such that
t (J

(;~) = (~~;)

,

then formulas (6.6)-(6.10) hold.
Using these formulas we immediately obtain the following complex:
(7.1)

"3

. . . ----+

R4

"4

----+

R4

"3

----+

R4

"2

----+

R3

"I

----+

where
a4 =

( all

a21
-z

0

a3 =

( -aa"
21
z

0
a 2 = (:::
biz

::~ ~
b2z

n-I

-gl

a l2
a 22

0

-z

-a 12

z

n-I

0

a22
-a 21
n-I
-z

all

0

z

all
a21

0

~n-I),

R

->

R/(g I ' -g 2' _n-I)
Z

~,-,

-a 12

0,
->

)

0,_,) ,
all

-z
a l2
a22

and a l = (glg2 zn - I ).

-g2

First we remark that (a 3 , a 4 ) is a matrix factorization of zn + g. Therefore,
this complex is exact in degree > 2 .
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To show that (7.1) is exact in degree 2 we have to prove the exactness of
(7.2)

P2 R4 ----+
PI Im -a 2
O -> Im -a 3 ----+

->

0,

where /3 2 is the natural inclusion and /3 1 is the natural projection. To accomplish this we will employ the acyclicity Lemma 4.1. Let II (-) denote the ideal
generated by the I x I minors of the matrix "-". An easy calculation shows that
I l ( 2 ) = O. On the other hand, by (6.10), 0 i= 1 = detCO') E 12 (° 2 ), Therefore,
ranklm(02) = 2. Another simple calculation shows that det(a 4 ) = (zn + g)2 ,
yielding 2 = rankCoker0 4 = ranklm0 3 = ranklm/32' Thus the modules in
(7.2) have correct ranks. Next we check the reflexivity of Im/32 and Ker /3 1 •
Since Ker /3 1 = Ker0 2 which is the kernel of a map between reflexive modules,
Ker /3 I is reflexive. And since 1m /32 = 1m 03 which comes from the matrix
factorization (a 4 , ( 3), Im/3 2 is reflexive. Thus to apply the acyclicity lemma
it remains to show that /32 splits at the height 1 primes of R. The matrix
factorization (a 3 , ( 4) gives rise to the exact sequence
0->

Im03 ~ R4

->

Im04

-> 0,

where 1m 04 ~ Coker03 is reflexive. Localizing at height 1 primes we obtain
the desired splitting. Thus complex (7.1) is exact in degree 2.
Finally, to prove that (7.1) is exact in degree 1 we want to show that the
complex
Y2 R3 Y1 I
0,
- 2 ----+
O -> Ima
----+ mal ->
where Y2 is the natural inclusion and YI is the natural projection, is exact.
We already saw that Im02 ~ Coker0 3 is a rank 2 reflexive. Since Ima l is a
nonzero ideal of R, rank 1m a I = 1 . And since 1 is a map between reflexive
modules, Ker Y1 = Ker a I is reflexive. Thus to invoke the acyclicity lemma
we have to show that for any height one prime p of R the map (Y2)P is split
or, equivalently, that (Cokera 2)p is Rp-free. Since rankIm02 = 2 we have to
show that the ideal 12(0z) of 2x2 minors of 02 is fiR-primary or, equivalently,
that height(I2(02)) = 2. So let q be a prime containing 12 (° 2 ), We alrelady
saw that 1 = det(a ij ) E 12 (° 2 ), Hence -zn E q.
Examining now 02 we see that (11' 1 2)(a ll ' a 12 , a21 ' a22 ) c 12 (° 2 ) c q.
But (6.7) shows that (1 1 ,12) c (all' a 12 , a 21 , a 22 ). It now follows that
(11' 1 2) c q and q contains an fiR-primary ideal (11' 1 2 , zn-I). Thus
height(/2(02)) = 2 and Y2 splits at height 1 primes. The acyclicity lemma shows
that (7.1) is exact in degree 1. Since all the matrix elements in (7.1) belong to
fiR we obtain a minimal projective resolution over R of R/(I I , 1 2 , -Zn-I).

°

Remark. It is possible to prove the exactness of (7.1) just by comparing the

coefficients of the monomials in z and without using the acyclicity lemma.
The proof becomes a bit tedious but also shows that the assumptions that U is
noetherian and R is integrally closed can be dropped.
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If we now set S := k[IX I ' X 2 ' X31], where k is a field of characteristic 0,
f:= X; + g(XI ' X 2), n 2: 2, where the jacobian ideal j(f) = (X;-I , a g laX I '
a g laX2) is ms-primary and R := SI(f) , then, upon assuming, f tJ. j(f) , we
obtain a minimal presentation matrix of Dk (R)* (which is the second syzygy
-n-I

module of RI(X 3

,aglaX I , aglaX 2 )):

(7.3)

where the elements ail
by the equations

E

( all

(7.4)

a l2

k[IX I ' X21], i, j = 1,2, are defined (nonuniquely)
a 21 ) (aglaXI)

a22

aglaX2

= (big) ,
b2g

where b l and b2 are minimal generators of the ideal

8. A

PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM

We now return to Theorem 3.2. Suppose first that f E j(f). Then by
Proposition 3.1 the factor algebra SI (f) is positively graded. But SI (f) is
also integrally closed and Gorenstein. By Corollary 2.3 the Auslander module
A is isomorphic to the module Dk(R)** of Zariski differentials.
Conversely, suppose that A is isomorphic to Dk(R)**. We will show that
the assumption f tJ. j (f) leads to a contradiction. For this purpose we need
the following result of Scheja and Wiebe:
Proposition 8.1 [SchWl, 3.1]. Let R be a two-dimensional integrally closed analytic k-algebra. where k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic O. If

there exists a nanni/potent derivation of R into itself then R is positively graded.

Recall that a k-derivation £5: R ---+ R sending the maximal ideal mR into
itself is called nilpotent if for any v E N the induced derivation of Rlm~+1
into itself is nilpotent. Our aim now is to construct a nonnilpotent derivation
of R into itself.
By Corollary 5.2 the module Dk(R)** is isomorphic to the module Dk(R)** .
Thus the minimal presentation matrices of A (4.1) and Dk(R)* (7.3) are equivalent:

<1>=

( XI,2

-XI
0

72
-X3
0
XI

71
0

X3
-X2

Z,f2 )

F3

~a3

=

( -a
a~221
X3
0

-a 12
all

0
X3

-n-I

-X3
0

all

a21

~,~,
-x
3
al2
a22

)

.
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are defined (nonuniquely) by the equations
(8.1)

E
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k[iXI ,X2!], i, j = 1 , 2,

a21 ) ({)g/{)X I ) = (big) ,
b2g
a22
{)g/{)X2

(all
a l2

where b l and b2 are minimal generators of the ideal
({) g /{)X I ' {) g /8X2) : (g) C (XI' X 2) C k[iXI ' X211·

(The equivalence relation is given by multiplication by invertible matrices on
both sides.)
Since equivalent matrices have the same Fitting ideals, the ideals generated by
the entries of cI> and 03 are equal. Hence the images ai} of the elements of aij
generate the maximal ideal of k[!XI , X2!J/(g). Since the jacobian ideal j(g) is
primary to the maximal ideal (XI' X 2) of k[iXI ' X211 we have g E (XI' X 2)2 .
Therefore the elements aij , i, j = 1, 2, generate (XI' X 2). Thus we have a
matrix
a = (all a 12 )
a21 a22
such that deta = g (see (6.10)) and (all' a 12 , a21 , a22 ) = (XI' X 2).

We claim that the multiplicity (i.e., the degree of the lowest order terms) of

g is at least 3. Otherwise using the Weierstrass preparation theorem and the

Tschirnhausen transformation (i.e., extracting a perfect square) we could write
g = Y~ +h(y2) for some new variables YI and Y2' If t ~ 1 is the lowest power
of Y2 in h then h(Y2) = y~ . u, where U is a unit. But then g E j(g) and,
therefore, f E j(f), contrary to the assumption f fI. j(f).
Since the elements aij generate (XI' X 2) we can find two of these elements
with the same property. Without loss of generality we can assume that all is
one of them. We now have the following three cases:
Case 1. The elements all and a l2 generate (XI' X 2).

AI ' A2 E k such that AI all

derivations

~

+ A2a l2 == XI

_

_

{)

{)

i = 1,2,

ui:=ali8X +a2i {)X '
I

2

into itself. Let
-

~(XI)

~ := AI ~I
-

Then we can find

mod(XI' X 2)2 . From (8.1) we obtain

-

+ A2~2' Then
-

2

== XI mod(XI' X 2)

and ~ is not nilpotent. Lifting ~ in the obvious way to a nonnilpotent derivation of R we deduce from Proposition 8.1 that R is graded, contrary to the
assumption f fI. j (f) .
Case 2. The elements all and a21 generate (XI' X 2). Consider the derivation
~

_

_

{)

:= a l18X

I

{)

+ a 218X

2
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of k[iXI' X2IJ/(g). Then the reduction of ~ modulo (X2' X 2)2 is an isomorphism. Lifting it to R in the obvious way we again obtain a contradiction.
Case 3. The elements all and a 22 generate (XI' X 2) and none of the previous
two conditions holds. Let L(aij) denote the linear part of a ij , i, j = 1, 2.
Then L(a 21 ) = AIL(a ll ), L(a I2 ) = A2L(a ll ) , and (L(a ll ) , L(a 22 )) = (XI' X 2)
for some AI' A2 E k. Since det (J = g and mult(g) ~ 3 we must have
L(all)

IAIL(a ll )

A2L(a ll
L(a 22 )

)l_o
-

,

or L(a ll )L(a 22 ) -A IA2L(a l / = O. Since L(a ll ) is different from zero, L(a 22 )
= AIA2L(a ll ). But then L(a ll ) and L(a 22 ) could not generate the maximal
ideal (XI' X 2) , contrary to our assumption. This finishes the proof of Theorem
3.2.
An immediate consequence of the just proved result is that Dk(R)** and A
are not always isomorphic. Indeed take g E k[IX I , X21J to be X~ +Xi +X; X;
and set f = Xi +X~ +xi +x; X; . Then g ¢. j(g) and, therefore, f ¢. j(f).
Hence Dk(R)** is not isomorphic to A.
Notice that in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we also proved

Corollary 8.2. Let S = k[IX I , X21J be the formal power series ring over an
algebraically closed field k of characteristic O. Let gEms be a formal power
series whose jacobian ideal j(g) is ms-primary and suppose that g ¢. j(g).
Then the ideal of R := S / (g) generated by the entries of the relation matrix of
an arbitrary syzygy module of the R-module R/ j(g) is strictly contained in the
maximal ideal of R.
Remark. Let mult(g) = n and let /(g) denote the sum of the monomials of
g of order n. If we assume that /(g) is not an nth power then the condition
that k be algebraically closed can be dropped from Corollary 8.2. The proof
is based on the investigation of the Newton polygon of g, which allows us to
bypass the result of Scheja and Wiebe on nonnilpotent derivations.
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